BSCC Special Archery Deer Hunt Rules
1. Specific areas of the club property are off limits to hunting and also to ingress/egress to hunting areas (“no
hunting zones”) to prevent conflicts and ensure safety. A map will be provided to permittees that identifies “no
hunting / no travel” zones.
2. No cross tagging of deer harvested on BSCC property will be allowed. Any BSCC member may help track,
retrieve, drag, field dress and transport a deer following all BSCC rules and MN/DNR regulations.
3. Vehicles must stay on established club roads (gravel roads only, not the mowed trails). No ATVs or other vehicles
may be used for hauling stands, or for deer retrieval / transport. Non-powered game carts (i.e. deer carts) may
be used for deer transport or the hauling of stands.
4. Hunting must be from tree stands or ground blind (natural or portable). The placement of a tree stand or ground
blind does not restrict the ability of another permittee to place a stand or blind nearby. No spot and stalk,
drives, still hunting or “run & gun” is allowed.
5. Stands and blinds may not be placed more than 10 days before the start of the permittee’s season and must be
removed within 5 days following the end of the permit period.
6. No trading of time periods between permittees allowed without the authorization of one of the Hunt Cocaptains.
7. The BSCC permit will allow the permittee to harvest one legal deer (“one and done”). If a permit holder fills the
permit or decides to not hunt, the permittee must inform one of the BSCC hunt co-captains as soon as possible.
The original permit will then be considered filled or voided and the alternate will be issued a permit for the
balance of the selected time period.
8. Permittee must carry a copy of the BSCC permit while hunting on BSCC property. BSCC membership card must
be worn while on BSCC property. The permittee must possess a valid State of Minnesota archery deer license
and must follow all DNR regulations.
9. Hunt co-captains must be informed of all deer wounded and not recovered, and deer harvested on BSCC
property within 24 hours of shot taken. BSCC has the right to inspect and photograph deer harvested.
Photographs may be used for the club newsletter.
10. If BSCC hunt rules are violated the permittee will immediately lose hunting privileges on BSCC property and
the permit will be voided. BSCC membership may also be revoked or suspended, as determined by BSCC
Board. If MN/DNR regulations are violated, the violation will be reported to area CO by Hunt Co-captain or
BSCC Director of Security.
11. Hunt Co-captains will provide oversight. Any conflicts, disagreement or rule interpretation disputes will be
settled by the Hunt Co-captain.
12. BSCC Board has the right to revoke a permit for any reason that in its judgment is prudent and appropriate.
The Board has the right to cancel the Special Hunt at any time the Board elects to do so, for any reason.
13. By participating in the special hunt drawing the member agrees to all hunt rules as stated herein.

BSCC Archery Deer Hunt Co-captains:
Joe Hensel (507.272.6141) and Mark Clark (507.993.1152)

